Exercise videos conveniently timed to suit most lifestyles can be found on our website, posturemedic.com. They
are timed at 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 and 12 minutes and have been translated into over 10 languages.

STRETCH • STRENGTHEN • STABILIZE

All of our exercises were created by Dr. Steph Dorworth. Steph Dorworth is a
Doctor of Physical therapy with a Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist
Certification from the NSCA. Dr. Dorworth also demonstrates the proper form
for the exercises at PostureMedic.com and in our User manual.

· SIMPLE · CONVENIENT
· TARGETED · EFFECTIVE
One can not simply rely on being
conscious of poor posture by
periodically remembering to sit
or stand up straight. To offset our
modern lifestyles, we need to actively
care for our postural muscles.
The Posture Medic was created
for this purpose.

Many people would think a 4 minute exercise program is not effective but we can assure you that in as little as
4 minutes a person can get the heart rate up and relieve tension and stress on the spine. All the exercises are
structured to be as effective as possible with the time you have available at that moment.

Makes a awesome gift.

Patented. Sold globally.

BEFORE

AFTER

HOW TO PUT THE POSTURE MEDIC ON

There are two different methods you can use to put the Posture Medic on.
1

For the first way, begin by holding the Posture Medic in your

2

hands out in front of you with the palms facing inward. Then
STRETCH

Every Posture Medic comes with a fully
detailed user guide including all our
exercises and great tips on lifestyle
posture improvements.

Strengthen #3 - Pull-apart
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STRENGTHEN
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1.

Begin with the feet hip distance apart. Hold the
Posture Medic handles in each hand.

2.

Hold the Posture Medic out in front of you at shoulder
height with the palms facing in toward each other.

3.

Squeeze your shoulder blades together and spread
your arms apart and out into a “T” position at
shoulder height.

4.

Hold for a second before slowly returning the arms
to the starting position. This exercise strengthens
the posterior deltoids (which are also called the rear
delts) as well as the rhomboids and traps which
stabilize the scapula.
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To take it off, repeat the same steps backwards by removing
the straps one at a time. Then straighten the arms behind for
a chest stretch, raise the arms over head and then lower them
back down in front of you.
3

Strengthen

Strengthen

fold the palms down and outward. Next, raise the arms straight
over head and then all the way behind your body for a chest
stretch. Continue to lower the arms behind your body even
more until they’re on the height of your mid back region. Now
it’s time to put one strap on. And then the other, so that the
stabilizer sits directly between the shoulder blades.
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5.

Perform 15 repetitions.

• Be sure to keep your wrists straight and in a neutral position and keep your
elbows straight. The focus of this exercise should be on the shoulder muscles
instead of the wrists or elbows.
• If you have any shoulder discomfort, you can alternatively perform this exercise
with the palms up in a supinated position.

TIPS

• This exercise can also be performed sitting in a chair.

To take it off, repeat the same steps
backwards by removing one strap,
straightening that arm and then remove
the other strap until both arms are
straight behind your body again.

IMPROVE YOUR POSTURE.
IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH.

Every
BODY
Needs
One
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1.

Sit in a chair with both legs bent and place the stabilizer of the
Posture Medic underneath both feet so the handles are on the
outside of each foot.

2.

Hold a handle in each hand with the palms facing in and stay
bent forward at about a 45-degree angle.

3.

Have both arms straight down, perpendicular to the ground
with the elbows straight.

4.

Squeeze your shoulder blades together and bend your elbows
as you pull the handles up and back for a row motion.

5.

Hold for one second and then relax as you slowly return to the
starting position.

6.

Perform 20 repetitions. This exercise strengthens the
rhomboids, mid and lower traps, latissimus dorsi, and arms.

• Keep your gaze down at your feet so that your cervical spine remains in
a neutral position.

2.

Squeeze the shoulder blades down and back as you draw
your elbows down toward your rib cage or torso. You’re now
making a “W” with your arms.

3.

Hold for 10 seconds before relaxing and returning the arms
to the start position.

4.

Perform for 10 repetitions. This is another great exercise for
scapular stabilization.

• Avoid rounding the shoulders during this exercise. Instead, pull them back and
push the chest forward the entire time. A good way to understand this movement
is to think about trying to put your shoulder blades in your back pockets.

TIPS

• As you hold for a 10-second isometric contraction, pretend as though there is
a towel between the elbows and your torso that you have to squeeze and not let
drop to the ground.
• This exercise may alternatively be performed in sitting.

1.

Stand with the feet hip distance apart while holding the
Posture Medic handles in each hand.

2.

Bend the elbows to 90-degrees at your sides with the
palms facing in.

3.

Keep the elbows tucked at your sides as you slowly squeeze
your shoulder blades back together and rotate your hands
outward so your palms are now facing forward.

4.

Go as far as you are able to while keeping the elbows
tucked at your side. Hold for one second.

5.

Slowly return the hands to the starting position.

6.

Perform 15 repetitions. This exercise strengthens some of
the rotator cuff muscles in the shoulders. These muscles
are crucial for optimal shoulder mechanics.

• Try not to let the elbows float away from your torso. If needed, you can place a
towel under each elbow as a reminder to keep the elbows tucked in.
• The shoulders can move better when posture is upright versus rounded, so
remain in a tall, upright posture the entire time.

• Pretend as though you’re squeezing a penny between your shoulder blades.
• This exercise may alternatively be performed standing in a bent over position.

Stand with your feet hip distance apart and both arms up
in the air at shoulder height with a 90-degree bend in the
elbows.

Strengthen #6 - Shoulder External Rotation

Strengthen #4 - Bent Over Row
The second method is to start with the Posture Medic behind your back already. So hold
the Posture Medic behind yourSTABILIZE
back with the arms straight. Rotate the arms so the palms
are forward in an external rotation position. Then, bend just one elbow to put that strap
on. Then bend the other elbow to put the
second strap on. The stabilizer should sit
1
2
3
directly between the shoulder blades now.

Strengthen #5 - “W”
1.

TIPS

• You can alternatively do this exercise in sitting.

TIPS

www.posturemedic.com

IMPROVE YOUR POSTURE.
IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH.

Every BODY Needs One
Where do you stand?

Office

LIKE NO OTHER
The Posture Medic when properly sized is dynamic and designed to
not restrict your muscles or interfere with your brachial plexus.

BRACHIAL
PLEXUS

When worn you should only feel a slight pressure while in a good
postural position. If you begin to lapse back into a poor posture
position the Posture Medic begins to gently create more resistance
which reminds you to move back to a better posture alignment.

Noodle

Car

Nosey

Goose

Correct
Posture

Baby on
board

Hipster

On Guard

The patented dynamic concept of the Posture Medic is not the only
reason that separates it from other posture braces. Other posture
braces are just that, a posture brace while Posture Medic is a multi functioning posture
improvement tool designed to be used as a stretching and exercise device also.

Our modern lifestyles are negatively impacting our bodies due to long
periods of sitting, inactivity, and repetitive tasks.

STRETCH

STRENGTHEN

Maintaining good posture,flexibility and muscle tone are essential elements
to preserving your quality of life.

Improving your posture can:
• Reduce pain in your back
and neck
Home

TONIC
PHASIC

• Increase range of motion

• Reduce migraines

• Promote proper growth
development in children

• Improve blood pressure

• Reduce fatigue and improve sleep

• Improve breathing

• Improve digestion

• Improve muscle tone

• Improve concentration and
mental acuity

The Posture Medic is not a static brace designed to pull your shoulders back
so you look like you have good posture. Braces like that immediately restrict
your tonic muscles which are responsible for holding your posture and your
phasic muscles which are essential for maintaining
dynamic movement.
Many healthcare professionals are actually
concerned that these pull back static posture
braces can actually create atrophy in your muscles.

STABILIZE
Regular Strength Posture Medic is recommended for most individuals. PLUS Strength is
recommended for athletes or for people who are regularly engaged in strength training.
Regular Strength
LIGHT BLUE X-Small
RED

Small

GREEN

Medium

YELLOW

Large

BLACK

X-Large

PLUS Strength
PURPLE

Small

BLUE

Medium

SILVER

Large

ORANGE

X-Large

For broad shoulder Individuals, order up 1 Size; for narrow shoulder individuals, order down 1 size.

One
Simple
Tool Does
It All

